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Monthly Update
Positively affecting the unit price during the month of May was the 7.12% net increase across the portfolio in the total book value of Bridge MF IV and
1.98% net increase across the portfolio in the total book value of Bridge Office I Investment assets recorded for Q1. Negatively affecting the unit price
during the month of May was the 0.21% increase in the value of the Australian dollar against the US dollar from US$0.7725 to US$0.7741. The Fund does
not hedge currency exposure.
The Unit Price reflects the Q1 Underlying Fund Net Asset Values as at 31 March 2021.
Please see on the following pages a detailed Q1 Investor Letter and Chief Investment Officer report for the Underlying Fund.

Performance (Net of Fees)*
Ordinary Unit Class as at 31 May 2021
Based upon underlying fund data as at 31 March 2021
1
month

3
months

6
months

1 year

3 years
(p.a)

Inception
(p.a)

3.47%

5.01%

-0.38%

-7.53%

N/A

2.75%

Unit Price as at
31 May 2021
Unit price (excluding FITOs)
Est. FITOs
Unit price plus est. FITOs

$1.3711
$0.0046
$1.3757

Unit Price
Movement Breakdown

Returns including FITOs** (Net of Fees)
Since Inception Annualised
(p.a)
30 June 2020
30 June 2019
**Foreign Income Tax Offsets

Net
excluding
FITOs
6.03%
5.31%

Net
including
FITOs
6.25%
5.42%

Growth of AU$100,000 Investment*

Asset Allocation as at
31 May 2021
Cash AUD
1.39%
Cash USD
19.73%
Investments USD
78.88%

Underlying investments
(incl. cash and distributions)
Foreign exchange
Fees and expenses
Total Movement

3.74%
-0.20%
-0.07%
3.47%

Distribution CPU

*Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
Performance and Growth table and chart are based on an investment made at the Fund’s first issuance of units on 1st June 2018 at $1.3227 per unit and includes Unit Price
growth from commencement of NAV based unit pricing following completion of capital raising in June 2019. Unit Price and performance do not include the value of Foreign
Income Tax Offsets (FITOs) which have been distributed in addition to cash. Individual investor performance will vary according to the Application Price at which they were
issued Units in the Fund, which in turn was based upon the AUD / USD exchange rate applicable on the day that an investment is accepted.

Fund Details
Fund Size (AUDm):

$21.23m

Fund Manager:

Spire Capital Pty Limited

Unit Price:

$1.3711

Investment Manager:

Bridge Investment Group, LLC

APIR Code:

ETL8946AU

Responsible Entity:

Equity Trustees Limited

Commencement:

6 April 2018

Base Management Fee:

0.60% p.a. x NAV

Application Status:

CLOSED

Underlying Fees:

2% of committed equity

Liquidity:

Nil - Closed-ended fund

Distribution Frequency:

Annually as at 30 June

Underlying Performance
Fee:
Zenith Research
Rating:

20% of realised profits after an 8%
preferred return is paid to Limited Partners.
Recommended
(Original rating, now lapsed as closed)
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Bridge Multifamily IV Funds – Q1 2021 Investor Letter from Bridge Investment Group
Note: All dollar amount and performance returns quoted are US Dollar denominated.
Thank you for your support of Bridge Multifamily IV Funds (the “Fund” or the “Partnerships”). We are pleased to share with you the Quarterly Report for
the period ending March 31, 2021.

Fund Performance Summary
As of quarter end, the Bridge Multifamily IV has achieved a 29.9% fund IRR (gross of all fees), 24.4% fund IRR (gross of carried interest) and 20.2% fund
IRR (net of all fees). Please refer to the Performance Summaries in the enclosed materials. As of quarter end, Bridge Multifamily IV has produced an
annualized current income yield of 6.2% year to date (‘YTD’) and 6.0% inception to date (‘ITD’) gross of fees and expenses. These current income figures
are representative of our average investor’s returns, generated from the Fund’s investments and distributed to investors from a YTD and ITD basis. The
percentages represent an annualized cash-on-cash yield based on the weighted average of invested capital held over each respective period during which
the income was generated by the Fund’s investments and are gross of fund-level expenses and fees withheld from distributions.

The Return of the U.S. Economy and Commercial Real Estate Markets
As we enter the second quarter of 2021, the state of the U.S. economy is improving at a rapid and sustainable pace. U.S. economic growth for the first
quarter saw a 6.4% annualized growth rate, and consumer spending came in at the second-fastest rate since the 1960s at 10.7% annualized. The arrival
of pent-up demand comes as the U.S. sees increasing vaccinations and two rounds of federal stimulus making their way to households with over 164
million payments distributed from the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan.i While market observers have noted optimism for sustained growth as demand
returns to the economy, meeting the level of demand is a challenge across sectors. The quarterly JOLTS report (“Job Openings and Labor Turnover
Survey”) from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics found job openings surged to 8.1 million at the end of March, which is the highest level since data
records began in 2000. The same report highlighted the number of vacancies exceeded hires by more than 2 million, which is also the largest gap on
record. Extending the view on labor markets post-quarter end, the April jobs report was another reminder that the recovery will take time as the 266,000
net new jobs missed consensus expectations by several hundred thousand. While the U.S. economy continues its forward momentum, we continue to
maintain measured optimism for 2021.
The balance of economic data informs our outlook for the months ahead. Budding concerns about inflation, evidenced by month-over-month price
increases in hospitality, airfares, and restaurant spending, among other discretionary sectors. In particular, these three areas were hit hard by lockdowns
last year, and the resurgence of price growth in these sectors contributed meaningfully to higher headline inflation figures in April, but demand pressures
are likely to ease as labor markets gain momentum. The Fed continues to offer indications that it will keep interest rates low to further support labor
markets and a return to maximum employment. However, potential disruptions are on the horizon, including political rancor over infrastructure-based
stimulus coupled with tax reform to the debate over the appropriate size and duration of dovish monetary policy. Notwithstanding the tangible effects of
these concerns, the U.S. continues to stand tall as the preeminent destination for global investment as the U.S. economy as it continues to outperform as
we observe slowing growth in China and the potential for another recession in the Eurozone. The implications for U.S. commercial real estate are
overwhelmingly positive, and we are observing continued strong inflows of international capital into the U.S. commercial real estate market. Accordingly,
Bridge expects to experience a strong year from both a capital raising and deployment perspective, and we believe our forward integration into property
management will result in robust operations serving as the foundation for strong investors returns.
Our firm and our Funds continue to benefit from the hard work and excellence of our operations personnel across each of Bridge’s verticals. Our firm is
poised for success, and we attribute a large part of our differentiated position as an investment manager to our distinctive approach to real estate asset
management: our high touch specialized investment teams, our forward integration into property management, and our carefully curated sector focus. In
addition to the verticals that are currently part of our portfolio, we have launched our Net Lease Industrial Open-end Fund and expect to launch an attractive
initiative in industrial and logistics in H2 2021, and we believe that we will offer differentiated exposure in both strategies.

Views on the Multifamily Markets at Q4 2020 Quarter End
Bridge continues to see stability in Class B multifamily fundamentals at the beginning of 2021. Additionally, our focus on select suburban markets that
have outperformed urban submarkets has proven successful. As reported by RealPage, the vacancy spread among classes remains wide as Q1’s
Class A vacancy rate was 5.5% compared with Class B’s 4.4%.ii With strong demand continuing, overall multifamily construction is increasing with
permits for the quarter up 18.1% year over year.iii Putting this into context, the pace of permits has decreased overall compared to before the pandemic
with permits for multifamily units down approximately 10% from the peak in November 2019.iv Effective rent growth saw a positive turnaround from Q4
2020 as effective rents increased 76 basis points in Q1 2021.v The Bridge multifamily portfolio is currently 94.5% occupied, and even after accounting
for the likely evictions for approximately 4.3% of tenants related to the pandemic restrictions in the Bridge Multifamily III portfolio, we expect to maintain
occupancy levels above 90% throughout the transition out of the pandemic impacted operating periods. Q-1 asset reviews were very strong for the
portfolio with NOI averaging 12.1% above budget for the Fund III portfolio.
Multifamily is a favored asset class and transaction activity came in at $35.6 billion for Q1 2021, which is within three percentage points of the five-year
average for Q1 activity. The rolling four-quarter sales volume held steady at $138.9 billion.vi We expect to see robust transaction activity throughout
2021, which will move the rolling four-quarter sales volume up considerably in the next couple of quarters. As high level of investor demand returned in
late 2020, historically low interest rates and multifamily borrowing costs remained low continues to bolster transaction pricing. The debt capital markets
for multifamily remain robust, and we see strong participation from a broad array of lenders including the GSEs, debt funds, and banks lending off their
balance sheets. Nationally cap rates again fell 10 bps to an average 5.1%, which represents 40 basis points of cap rate compression since Q1 2020.
Top-quartile transactions are trading at or below a 4.5% cap rate, and in our highly attractive target markets Bridge saw cap rates ranging from 3.6%
and 4.5%.vii In summary, strong investor interest, solid fundamentals, and strong operational performance all translate to pricing guidance that is
generally above pre-pandemic levels.
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Investment Activity Update
As of March 31, 2021, Bridge Multifamily IV raised equity commitments totaling $1.594 billion. The Partnerships called 62.8% as of March 31, 2021. As of
May 10, 2021, we have closed or under contract approximately 91% of Bridge Multifamily IV’s anticipated real estate allocation. We purchased some great
assets in 2020 due to our willingness to fight through COVID-19 concerns. As the market has rebounded and prices have increased, there has been
continued downward pressure on cap rates and deployment has become more difficult. However, our relationships and presence in markets provides a
competitive advantage and we have put together several attractive acquisitions in 2021 and are confident we will complete deployment of Fund IV by midsummer 2021.
As of May 10, 2021, we made 48 investments in high-growth target markets. During the quarter ending March 31, 2021, the Partnerships acquired one
investment:


Waterford at Mt. Zion a 400-unit apartment community in Stockbridge, Georgia closed on January 27, 2021 with a purchase price of $52.5
million and equity investment of $32.1 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year
cash-on-cash return of 4.18% and an asset-level 14.21% IRR.

Post the quarter ending December 31, 2020, Bridge Multifamily IV acquired three assets and another five assets are under contract:


The Cove, a 133-unit apartment community in La Mesa, California, closed April 1, 2021 with a purchase price of $43.3 million and equity
investment of $15.2 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year cash-on-cash return
of 6.7% and an asset-level 15.1% IRR.



Accent on Rainbow, a 540-unit apartment community in Las Vegas, Nevada, closed April 16, 2021 with a purchase price of $90.2 million and
equity investment of $30.5 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year cash-on-cash
return of 8.09% and an asset-level 14.95% IRR.



Accent on Sahara, a 312-unit apartment community in Las Vegas, Nevada, closed on April 16, 2021 with a purchase price of $45.0 million and
equity investment of $16.7 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year cash-on-cash
return of 7.18% and an asset-level 14.56% IRR.



Legacy at Galatyn Station, a 361-unit development deal in Richardson, TX anticipated to close in May 2021, with a land purchase price of $4.6
million and equity investment allocation of $25.2 million for new construction. The investment will be 95% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and
targets an asset-level 17.1% IRR and 1.57x Multiple. This project is a transit-oriented development adjacent to a DART station, one-mile south
of the CityLine district with nearly 13,000 on-site employees, 2.5M square feet of office, and 230,000 square feet of restaurants, retail and
entertainment.



Cabana Southern, a 250-unit development deal in Mesa, AZ, anticipated to close on July 1, 2021, with a land purchase price of $3.8 million and
equity investment allocation of $15.5 million for new construction. The investment will be 95% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an
asset-level 18.5% IRR and 1.48x Multiple. This asset is well- located in a top market and will be built significantly below where older assets are
currently trading due the efficient design.



Retreat at Crosstown, a 312-unit apartment community in Brandon, FL, anticipated to close on June 25, 2021 with a purchase price of $53.8
million and equity investment of $25.2 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year
cash-on-cash return of 4.0% and an asset-level 14.1% IRR.



Arium Park West, a 340-unit apartment community in Houston, TX, anticipated to close on July 10, 2021 with a purchase price of $44.0 million
and equity investment of $17.6 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year cash-oncash return of 5.5% and an asset-level 14.4% IRR.



Parc 980, a 586-unit apartment community in Lawrenceville, GA, anticipated to close on July 15, 2021 with a purchase price of $118.3 million
and equity investment of $72.1 million. The investment will be 100% owned by Bridge Multifamily IV and targets an average four-year cash-oncash return of 5.3% and an asset-level 14.2% IRR.

Operational Update
We are still in the early stages of implementing our capital improvement program. Overall, we continue to feel positive about our multifamily investment
operations, along with the activity in the specific markets in which we operate. On balance, we came into first quarter in a strong position. Leasing activity
is strong at almost all assets, and the teams are converting using virtual tours at a higher rate than traditional tours, albeit on a lower amount of traffic.
Renewals also are well ahead of pace and are a strong offset to reduced leads and move-in activity and will also result in lower expenses. Q-1 asset
reviews were very strong for the portfolio with NOI averaging 13.3% above budget for the Fund IV portfolio and NOI life-to-date is 0.94% ahead of proforma
projections with COVID-19 loss reserve included, or 4.00% with COVID-19 loss reserve excluded.
As of March 31, 2021, YTD same-store properties performance compared to the prior year’s first quarter indicated average effective rent, total revenue
and NOI increased 3.49%, 4.01%, 5.63% respectively over the prior year period. The weighted average effective monthly rent per unit across all 38
properties held for at least a full month as of March 31, 2021 (the "Portfolio"), consisting of 16,255 units, was $1,093, and physical occupancy was 94.5%.
While we do not yet have a complete picture on the true COVID write-offs during this period due to our deferral program and inability to pursue residents
via evictions notices, etc., same-store cash collections in 2020 were up 5.4% versus 2019. During the first quarter, for the properties in our Portfolio, we
completed 464 unit upgrades, 309 have been leased and are achieving an average monthly rent premium of $114 for an ROI of 19.5%. Since inception,
for the properties currently in our Portfolio, we have completed 2,638 unit upgrades and achieved an average monthly rental increase per unit of $105,
equating an ROI of 20.5%, respectively on all units leased as of March 31, 2021.
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The development assets are coming along well, although there has been some impact to costs as a result of the interrupted supply chain from COVID19, primarily in the cost of lumber. Cabana 99 is on schedule and on budget and will be delivering the first units early this summer. We are expecting a
quick lease-up based on current trends in the Phoenix market. Alta Vue, recently renamed Seven Skies, is in the framing stage and has no additional
exposure to rising lumber costs and expects to deliver the first units in January which is just under one-month behind the original schedule. Vertical
construction is underway at Vernola Marketplace, but the project is approximately three-months behind schedule and the cost of lumber has added an
additional $4.9 million to the cost to complete. At this time, we are projecting a 200 bps decrease to the IRR at this project, but the market has experienced
outsized rent growth and unexpected cap rate compression, neither of which are factored into the updated projections.

Reviewing our Commitments to Social Responsibility and Equity
Bridge has ingrained Environmental, Social, and Governance (“ESG”) practices and promotes Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (“DE&I”) throughout our
firm. For decades, our core values touched upon various aspects of ESG and DE&I, and we have integrated those core values into our firm’s practices to
further enhance our leadership in amongst investment managers.
In our fiduciary role, we believe that ESG issues can affect the performance of investment portfolios to varying degrees across sectors, regions, and asset
classes, through time. We also recognize that applying these principles may better align investors with their own broader objectives for society. Thus,
where consistent with our fiduciary responsibilities, Bridge has committed to adopt the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (“UN PRI”),
and we will soon submit our annual report on our activities this coming year.
Bridge continues to be at the forefront of sustainability with the roll-out of Bridge Solar across 12 projects in Bridge Office, producing 12 megawatts of
potential renewable power in seven rooftop and five carports. We estimate 20 to 30 percent of Bridge Office II assets will incorporate solar, leading to a
lower carbon footprint, reduced operating expenses, improved demand from corporate tenants that also increasingly prioritize ESG, and an accretive
return on investment to the property. By utilizing a mixture of government incentives, internal Bridge resources, and financial engineering, Bridge is one
of the pioneers in the use of solar PVs in the real estate private equity industry. Bridge is aggressively exploring solar in all of its portfolio including
multifamily, seniors housing, and our newly launched industrial platform.
One of the most important components of our ESG commitment is fostering, cultivating, and strengthening a culture of diversity and inclusion. Our human
capital is our most valuable asset. Diversity, or the collective sum of the individual differences, life experiences, knowledge, inventiveness, innovation,
self-expression, unique capabilities and talent that our employees invest in their work represents a significant part of not only our culture, but also our
reputation and company’s commitment to excellence. We integrate this commitment throughout our business practices, from recruitment and selection to
communication and collaboration, service in our communities, professional development, and beyond.
We appreciate your support as our Partner and are gratified by the progress of the portfolio to date, and Bridge Multifamily IV overall, and we look forward
to continued success.

With Best Regards,

Jonathan Slager
Chief Investment Officer
Bridge Multifamily IV Funds
______________________________

Colin Apple
Deputy Chief Investment Officer
Bridge Multifamily IV Funds

i U.S. Department of the Treasury. May 5, 2021. “More than 1.1 million additional Economic Impact Payments disbursed under the American Rescue Plan; payments total approximately 164 million.”
ii RealPage Market Analytics as of Q1 2021.
iii U.S. Census Bureau, New Residential Construction. As of Q1 2021.
iv U.S. Bureau of the Census, New Residential Construction. As of Q1 2021.
v RealPage Market Analytics as of Q1 2021.
vi Real Capital Analytics as of Q1 2021.
vii Real Capital Analytics as of Q1 2021.

Bridge Office I Funds – Q1 2021 Investor Letter from Bridge Investment Group
Note: All dollar amount and performance returns quoted are US Dollar denominated.
Thank you for your support of Bridge Office I Funds (the “Fund” or the “Partnerships”). We are pleased to share with you the Quarterly Report for the
period ending March 31, 2021.

Fund Performance Summary
As of quarter end, Bridge Office I Funds have achieved a 12.8% gross IRR, 9.7% (gross of carried interest) and 8.7% net IRR, resulting in a 1.20x MOIC.
Please refer to the Performance Summaries in the enclosed materials. As of the first quarter 2021, the Bridge Office I Funds will have produced an
annualized current income yield of 5.2% year to date (‘YTD’) and 6.6% inception to date (‘ITD’). These current income figures are representative of our
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average investor’s returns, generated from the Fund’s investments and distributed to investors on a YTD and ITD basis. The percentages represent an
annualized cash-on-cash yield based on the weighted average of invested capital held over each respective period during which the income was generated
by the Fund’s investments and are gross of fund-level expenses and fees withheld from distributions.

The Return of the U.S. Economy and Commercial Real Estate Markets
As we enter the second quarter of 2021, the state of the U.S. economy is improving at a rapid and sustainable pace. U.S. economic growth for the first
quarter saw a 6.4% annualized growth rate, and consumer spending came in at the second-fastest rate since the 1960s at 10.7% annualized. The arrival
of pent-up demand comes as the U.S. sees increasing vaccinations and two rounds of federal stimulus making their way to households with over 164
million payments distributed from the $1.9 trillion American Rescue Plan.i While market observers have noted optimism for sustained growth as demand
returns to the economy, meeting the level of demand is a challenge across sectors. The quarterly JOLTS report (“Job Openings and Labor Turnover
Survey”) from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics found job openings surged to 8.1 million at the end of March, which is the highest level since data
records began in 2000. The same report highlighted the number of vacancies exceeded hires by more than 2 million, which is also the largest gap on
record. Extending the view on labor markets post-quarter end, the April jobs report was another reminder that the recovery will take time as the 266,000
net new jobs missed consensus expectations by several hundred thousand. While the U.S. economy continues its forward momentum, we continue to
maintain measured optimism for 2021.
The balance of economic data informs our outlook for the months ahead. Budding concerns about inflation, evidenced by month-over-month price
increases in hospitality, airfares, and restaurant spending, among other discretionary sectors. In particular, these three areas were hit hard by lockdowns
last year, and the resurgence of price growth in these sectors contributed meaningfully to higher headline inflation figures in April, but demand pressures
are likely to ease as labor markets gain momentum. The Fed continues to offer indications that it will keep interest rates low to further support labor
markets and a return to maximum employment. However, potential disruptions are on the horizon, including political rancor over infrastructure-based
stimulus coupled with tax reform to the debate over the appropriate size and duration of dovish monetary policy. Notwithstanding the tangible effects of
these concerns, the U.S. continues to stand tall as the preeminent destination for global investment as the U.S. economy as it continues to outperform as
we observe slowing growth in China and the potential for another recession in the Eurozone. The implications for U.S. commercial real estate are
overwhelmingly positive, and we are observing continued strong inflows of international capital into the U.S. commercial real estate market. Accordingly,
Bridge expects to experience a strong year from both a capital raising and deployment perspective, and we believe our forward integration into property
management will result in robust operations serving as the foundation for strong investors returns.
Our firm and our Funds continue to benefit from the hard work and excellence of our operations personnel across each of Bridge’s verticals. Our firm is
poised for success, and we attribute a large part of our differentiated position as an investment manager to our distinctive approach to real estate asset
management: our high touch specialized investment teams, our forward integration into property management, and our carefully curated sector focus. In
addition to the verticals that are currently part of our portfolio, we have launched our Net Lease Industrial Open-end Fund and expect to launch an attractive
initiative in industrial and logistics in H2 2021, and we believe that we will offer differentiated exposure in both strategies.
In Office, fundamentals softened nationally during the first quarter despite COVID-19 vaccinations increasing and firms’ preparation for the reoccupation
of offices nationwide. We expect to see businesses continue with caution, and we anticipate that the successful rollout of vaccinations throughout the
country will see reoccupation activities increase in Q2 2021 through Q3 2021. Nationwide vacancy rates increased by 70 basis points to 11.9% in Q1
2021 as net absorption fell by 43.9 million square feet, which is approximately 0.5% of inventory.ii Net completions, which totaled approximately 11.5
million square feet of space in Q4 2020, increased by 15.6 million square feet reported in Q1 2021.iii Since the onset of the pandemic, net absorption
losses have totaled 123.9 million square feet between Q2 2020 and Q1 2021, representing 1.5% of inventory. Gateway Markets have experienced outsized
impacts with 60.0 million square feet of this “now available” space located in these metros, representing 2.0 percent of inventory.iv
Office transaction volume came in at $20.7 billion for Q1 2021, which is approximately two-thirds of the five-year average for Q1 activity. Activity over the
four quarters ending Q1 2021 totaled $77.6 billion, which represented a decrease of 46.8% year-over-year due to decreased volume of transactions
occurring in the four quarters since Q2 2020.v Office cap rates edged up 10 basis points to 6.6%, which is where average cap rates were pre-pandemic
and are aligned with the overall horizontal trajectory of office cap rates since mid- 2016.vi This moderate slowdown is in line with what we would expect to
see in this market cycle, yet we also are experiencing significant opportunities to capture the recovery within our portfolio.
Across Bridge Office assets, we continued to experience minimal delinquencies and strong leasing activity that in Q1 reached record-high levels since
COVID-19 began. This robust leasing continued the strong momentum of recent quarters, which enabled us to sign more leases in 2020 than in 2019. In
line with de-densification trends, the square footage of our new proposals is up 20%. During Q1, we signed 65 leases across 454,824 square feet. In
looking at initial Q2 activity, the leasing pipeline (prospects, tours, and proposals) has continued to rapidly increase. This is a promising signal of the
significant outperformance in the Bridge Target Markets and our assets, as well as of the long-term resilience in the sector as companies continue to make
decisions 1, 3, 5, 7+ years into the future past the COVID pandemic. This crisis has further depleted an already significantly reduced supply pipeline in
Bridge Target Markets, which bodes well for our prime suburban, class A, well-located and savvily operated assets that can capture continued activity and
demand for amenitized and modernized office space without having to compete with new supply.
Understanding the long-term impact to demand continues to be the open question as COVID-related impacts to office utilization persist nationally, but the
size, tenant composition and demand indicated by our leasing activity demonstrates a broad-based resumption of activity, particularly in Bridge Target
Markets. We expect the pace of activity to improve throughout the remainder of 2021 as vaccines are rolled out to the broader population (55% of the
adult population has received at least one dose as of April 29, 2021vii), and companies begin to encourage or even mandate employees back to the office.
Medium and larger credit tenants continue to plan space needs and execute leases across the country, with record breaking interest across our portfolio
continuing to accelerate through the spring. Regardless of whether to the suburbs or to central business districts, most workers are expected to return to
offices. We have already seen this play out in the rest of the world, which is mostly back to the office. But when workers will return in the US is an important
question, and those who do return will likely, if not certainly, need more space to accommodate social distancing, which is why the square footage of our
proposals is up.
Ultimately, the tactical opportunity set we described in our COVID-19 related white paper, Hub and Spoke: Wheels Continue to Turn Towards Prime
Suburban Office, continues to significantly play out. As liquidity picks up, there is a tremendous opportunity for well-capitalized, vertically integrated owneroperators like Bridge to innovate and reconceptualize office space in knowledge-based growth markets. Today’s entry cap rates present an attractive
basis, with strong cash-on-cash returns in a structurally low-yielding environment. In our view, knowledge-based office will be the great beneficiary of the
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human capital migration curve steepening post COVID-19. Bridge Investment Group has a particularly strong vantage point into this rotation of tenants
given we are among the largest and most specialized prime suburban office operators in the US.
Since March 31st,2020, in our nationwide portfolio of ~15mm square feet (SF), Bridge Office has experienced the following through April 2021:








Rent Collections: Average rent collections of approximately 98.8%. Defaults and workouts have been extremely limited, with only 0.57% by
SF and 0.42% by number of tenants in default.
Executed Leases: In total, Bridge Office has signed 224 leases across 1,479K SF during COVID-19, including 674K of new leasing and 805k
of renewal leasing across the Bridge Office portfolio.
Market Rates: Owned market rents are down 0.5% Y-o-Y and quoted rents have increased across the portfolio 0.1% from qQ to q!.
Reoccupancy: Total portfolio reoccupancy as of the end of April stands at 74% and is rising from 16% at the height of the crisis. The knowledgebased growth markets where we focus have reoccupancy trends that far exceed the gateway markets (e.g., NYC at 10%). Many of our markets
are nearly fully back to work.
Proposal Activity: Proposal activity has spiked to all-time highs, ~60% above prior averages. This is a new development and has not worked
all the way through our pipeline, but we expect the current touring activity and proposals to work their way through the system, and lease
execution to rise in turn.
Renewals/Extensions: Minimally impacted, with the number of renewals/extensions continuing to be approximately 50% of overall leasing
activity. Given de-densification trends and the flexibility of space that prime suburban office allows, approximately 10% of renewals done in the
previous quarter included expansions of existing space leases.
Lease Negotiations: Our pipeline of leasing under negotiations is approximately 182K sf and sets us up well for a strong 2021.

In this context, as has always been the case, Bridge operations continues to drive our outperformance. As this crisis closes in on its first anniversary, we
remain focused on clear and transparent investor communications; we will continue to follow up with webinars and communications as the months progress
and meaningful new information is available

Investment Activity Update
As of March 31, 2020, Bridge Office I had commitments totaling $572.8 million, with the total called capital for Bridge Office I steady at $549.8 million, or
96% of committed capital. Bridge Office I investments totaled 32 assets comprising 81 buildings at its peak, and the current portfolio comprises 30 assets
and 79 buildings, with a plurality across the southern U.S. markets. As of the quarter end, Bridge Office I had invested $715 million of capital, with $165
million coming from co-investments. The Fund has completed all planned acquisitions. Across all investments, we are currently projecting an asset-level
IRR of 18.0% and a 2.0x multiple, compared with an underwriting proforma IRR of 20.6% and a multiple of 1.8x. The COVID-19 crisis has increased the
expected Fund multiple, while reducing the IRR, due to a longer expected hold on assets. The initial components of our asset business plans, including
important offensive capital projects, are substantially completed. As accretive leasing is achieved over the next several quarters based on the record-high
volumes we are experiencing and as assets are stabilized and sold, we expect fund performance marks to continue to rise and converge with our forecasts.

Operational Update
Rent collections during the quarter were strong as Bridge Office I received over 99% of rents across our portfolio for Q1 2021, a trend that has continued
from 2020. This is due to the diligent efforts of our asset management and property management teams, who have worked tirelessly to maintain the
portfolio’s operational efficiency. Only 0.40% of the total Bridge Office I tenancy square footage is currently in default on rental payments, with some of
those tenants merely taking advantage of certain states’ executive orders that prohibit landlords from placing tenants in default, evictions, and/or charging
late fees. Since the start of Q1, only seven tenants totaling approximately 33K square feet, or 0.3% of the Fund’s square footage, have entered a rental
deferment workout. In general, these deferments allow for two to four months of rental deferral, in exchange for an interest component amortized into the
repaid rental, lease extensions, and/or termination of rights within a lease.
Operating results at the properties are solid, and our tenancy is strong. While Bridge Office I portfolio’s ITD and Q1 2021 NOI was 3.7% behind and 3.1%
ahead of proforma, respectively, when amortizing early termination fees, we are exactly on top of proforma since inception when considering achieved
and visible early termination fees, which is a better reflection of the restructuring of our rent rolls. Same-store NOI growth increased over the quarter, with
first quarter NOI up 4.8 % QoQ and 2.9% YoY when adjusted for early termination fees. Overall, our operating expenses were under proforma for the
quarter by approximately $2.3 million or 8.9%. Ownership costs, which consider interest payments, were running $482k or 3.6% under proforma, both
positive trends that we expect will continue as interest rates remain low, especially as our interest rate hedging strategy allows for us to benefit from lower
rates.
We are experiencing an all-time quarterly high in inquiries, proposals, and tours that has exceeded pre-COVID averages, and seem to be building towards
a strong 2021. Same-store occupancy declined 2.6% over the quarter, and 4.5% year-over year. The quarterly decline was largely driven by the termination
of the US Census Bureau at 5601 Hiatus, and ADP at Royal Center. Both departures were expected as they were short term deals where we paid for no
tenant improvements. State Farm at Flagler also contributed to the year-over-year decline and was included in our acquisition underwriting and business
plan.
Leasing activity continued to increase through the first quarter and achieved a leasing record post-Covid with 326k sf of leasing, comprising 178k sf of
renewals and 148k sf of new leases. While trailing our first quarter of 2020, we are on track to outpace 2020 through the remainder of the year. Multiple
major leases were signed in the first quarter, with the preponderance in South Florida, including: Cano Health signed a 75,000 sf, 10-year lease at Flagler
Station, largely back-filling the space BrightStar left; CoreLogic Solutions signed a 40,000 sf, 2-year extension at Sawgrass Tech Park; Hartford Fire
Insurance signed a 25,000 sf, 5-year lease also at Sawgrass Tech Park to replace Cable & Wireless Communications; the US Government on behalf of
the public defender’s office signed a 29,000 sf, 15-year lease at Museum Tower; Caregiver Services signed a 10,000 sf, 2-year extension at Flagler
Station; Community Asphalt Corp signed a 10,000 sf, 7-year lease at Flagler Station. Outside Florida, major leases include: Atlantech signed a 14,000 sf,
10-year lease at Station Square; Prometric signed a 13,000 sf, 3-year extension at One N LaSalle; and Popular Bank signed a 12,000 sf, 2-year extension
at O’Hare International Center.
Leases currently under negotiation or in the proposal phase also show an increased demand for square footage. Over the next 12 months, the Fund has
approximately 907,000 sf, representing 11% of leased square footage, that expires; we are in renewal dialogue with approximately 50% of those tenants.
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While we expect occupancy and leasing to stay in a relatively narrow band around 78% leased and around 76% occupied +/- 150 bps over the next few
quarters, our robust leasing activity is expected to boost occupancy as we get later into 2021.
Sublease availability in our portfolio, defined as existing tenants who have term remaining on their leases but seek to lease it out to reduce their obligations,
totaled 436,000 SF, or 4.4% of the portfolio, flat over the quarter. This represents an increase of about 160,000 SF since the end of 2019, but generally,
sublease availability in Bridge Target Markets has not made a dramatic jump, indicating continued preference and resilience for those markets. With only
11% of tenant roll expected over the next four quarters and a WALT of 4.1 years at quarter end, the portfolio is well leased and in a strong position to
deliver cash flows even through the downturn.
Our portfolio has weathered the market difficulties of the last year and will continue to pay strong and increasing cash flow to investors as we continue
through 2021. The most significant impact to Fund cash flow was the impact of several failed refinance efforts in early 2020 after we had successfully
terminated a few tenants, which required our Fund to retain cash flow at the asset level to cover capital costs. Immediately subsequent to quarter end,
Bridge Office I executed a refinance of Royal Center, extending the loan term through April 2023. The refinance, in addition to extending our loan term,
provides the asset with $9.2M of future funding to help fund our tenant improvements, leasing commissions, and capital improvements, which will result
in additional liquidity at the asset. We have four additional loan maturities that we will either extend per right or look to refinance as we approach them in
Q3 and Q4 of this year. The debt markets continue to improve and with the ongoing recovery in activity and leasing across the portfolio, we expect to
complete those with minimal difficulty for the Fund. We expect a gradual increase in our distribution yield as we traverse 2021 to 5.5% annualized rate in
the fourth quarter of the year as the market normalizes.
Capitalizing on the needs of various types of tenants is why Bridge Office continues to generate strong returns. Abridge is Bridge’s flex offering, currently
being rolled out across six buildings, as 1–3-year lease terms at 1.4-1.5 times market rates. Tenants save money over conventional leases, with less initial
outlay and move-in ready turnkey space, while Bridge attracts new tenants at premium rents and solves for uncertainty, while maintaining all the upside
as the landlord. The first phase will deliver in June 2021, and totals 125,000 sf across the Bridge Office I portfolio, including 26,000 sf at Maker’s Point,
30,000 sf at Flagler Station, 20,000 sf at Lenox Park, 24,000 sf at Dupree, and 26,000 sf at Tower 1320. Abridge will deliver a complete plug and play
solution (including furniture, security, internet, and food service) for Fortune 1000 tenants needing amenitization and flexibility for their office needs. This
will meet a void in our markets and a critical growth need requested by our user base, creating significant incremental value creation. This creates an
alignment between the landlord and the ultimate user of the space without the need of an intermediary (who is often poorly capitalized) to provide the
services efficiently.
Investment disposition activity has begun to rebound as we traverse 2021, and we continue to see improving sales activity as the capital and debt markets
stabilize and the vaccine continues to be distributed, facilitating a return to normal office use. While we will continue to operate our assets and expect our
holding period to be longer than pro forma, we are taking some of our most stabilized assets to market. We currently have three assets under agreement,
and two additional stabilized assets we are taking to market and expect to close in the coming quarters. Looking at the future expected disposition
schedule, we expect sales to pick up across the Fund in the second half of 2022 and into 2023 as we continue to stabilize assets, in conjunction with each
market’s recovery and the US market overall.
Under Contract
5601 Hiatus is a 100,000 sf building located in Tamarac, Florida and is part of the P7 portfolio. Ownership has agreed to dispose of the asset for a price
of $16,225,000. This asset is 100% vacant and the purchaser is redeveloping the asset, and as such, has requested a longer period to complete due
diligence and closing. Due diligence has been extended, and we expect to close in the third quarter 2021. The returns from the sale are estimated at
21.01% with a 1.82x multiple, compared to the proforma returns of 20.42% and 1.41x multiple.
Skybridge Towers (formally known as Piedmont I & II) is a 432,260 sf 2-building asset located in Rockville, Maryland and is part of the P7 portfolio. The
asset is currently under contract and expected to close in the second quarter 2021. Return projections are 26.7% IRR, and 2.12x MOIC, with a proforma
return of 24.4% and 2.36x.
Suwanee Gateway is a 143,493 sf building located in suburban Atlanta, Georgia and is part of the P7 portfolio. The asset is currently under contract
pending a minor façade update, and we expect a close in the third quarter 2021. Returns are projected to be an 18.6% IRR and 1.79x MOIC, relative to
proforma 27.2% and 2.54x.
In Market
Bridge Crossing is a 199,194 sf building located in Nashville, Tennessee and is part of the P5 portfolio.
Fountain Square is a 241,841 sf 3-building asset located in Boca Raton, Florida.
As we have continued to execute our business plan across the portfolio, valuations for the Fund rose modestly on the quarter. The total portfolio was
written up by 1.3% with only a few meaningful changes in value. The lack of market trades makes ascertaining valuations more difficult, but as our assets
continue to perform, we are comfortable holding values steady until the market activity we are seeing in the leasing pipeline provides momentum for us in
the capital markets later in 2021. We continue to be measured in our valuation movements but have backed off from our heightened levels of credit loss
in our forecasts as we now have a twelve-month track record of approximately 99% collections since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic.
As Bridge Office I accomplished full capital deployment in early 2020, and with business plans well underway, we are optimistic about Bridge Office I’s
prospects in the current environment. Total deployed capital in Bridge Office I’s portfolio remains at 96%, in line with full deployment. Given our full
investment level, our $15.0 million working capital line, and our strong asset level cash flow, Bridge Office I is well positioned to sustain any short-term
volatility due to the COVID-19 virus and still deliver strong returns and distributions for our investors. As has always been our experience, strong operations
mitigate risk and drive value for investors through challenging market cycles.

Reviewing our Commitments to Social Responsibility and Equity
Bridge has ingrained Environmental, Social, and Governance (“ESG”) practices and promotes Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (“DE&I”) throughout our
firm. For decades, our core values touched upon various aspects of ESG and DE&I, and we have integrated those core values into our firm’s practices to
further enhance our leadership in amongst investment managers.
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In our fiduciary role, we believe that ESG issues can affect the performance of investment portfolios to varying degrees across sectors, regions, and asset
classes, through time. We also recognize that applying these principles may better align investors with their own broader objectives for society. Thus,
where consistent with our fiduciary responsibilities, Bridge has committed to adopt the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (“UN PRI”),
and we will soon submit our annual report on our activities this coming year.
Bridge continues to be at the forefront of sustainability with the roll-out of Bridge Solar across 12 projects in Bridge Office, producing 12 megawatts of
potential renewable power in seven rooftop and five carports. We estimate 20 to 30 percent of Bridge Office II assets will incorporate solar, leading to a
lower carbon footprint, reduced operating expenses, improved demand from corporate tenants that also increasingly prioritize ESG, and an accretive
return on investment to the property. By utilizing a mixture of government incentives, internal Bridge resources, and financial engineering, Bridge is one
of the pioneers in the use of solar PVs in the real estate private equity industry. Bridge is aggressively exploring solar in all of its portfolio including
multifamily, seniors housing, and our newly launched industrial platform.
One of the most important components of our ESG commitment is fostering, cultivating, and strengthening a culture of diversity and inclusion. Our human
capital is our most valuable asset. Diversity, or the collective sum of the individual differences, life experiences, knowledge, inventiveness, innovation,
self-expression, unique capabilities and talent that our employees invest in their work represents a significant part of not only our culture, but also our
reputation and company’s commitment to excellence. We integrate this commitment throughout our business practices, from recruitment and selection to
communication and collaboration, service in our communities, professional development, and beyond.
We appreciate your support as our Partner and are gratified by the progress we have been able to achieve to date. We look forward to our continued
mutual success in Bridge Office I and in Bridge Office II, which held its first close in December 2019 and has closed on five assets through Q1 2021. We
have a strong operating team in place, and the activity we are seeing at the asset level as we meaningfully move into recovery bodes well for our Office
Funds.

With Best Regards,

John Ward
Chief Investment Officer
Bridge Office I Funds

___________________
i U.S. Department of the Treasury. May 5, 2021. “More than 1.1 million additional Economic Impact Payments disbursed under the American Rescue Plan; payments total approximately 164 million.”
ii CoStar Group as of Q1 2021.
iii CoStar Group as of Q1 2021.
iv CoStar Group as of Q1 2021.
v Real Capital Analytics as of Q1 2021.
vi Real Capital Analytics as of Q1 2021.
vii CDC as of April 29, 2021.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Fund Overview
Spire USA ROC IV Fund (AUD) (‘the Fund’ a unit class of Spire Private Markets Global Fund) seeks to generate regular income and capital appreciation
by investing in value-add US real estate. ‘ROC’ stands for Real estate Opportunity Capital. The Fund was established in April 2018 and acts as an
unhedged Australian feeder fund into the assets of Bridge Multifamily Fund IV LP (“BMF IV”) and Bridge Office Fund I LP (“BOF I”); each a Private Equity
Real Estate underlying fund.
BMF IV is a US$1.594 billion value-add “buy, fix, sell” fund, which will invest in value-add US multifamily apartment communities. The Fund has a US$10.5
million capital commitment to BMF IV, of which 64% has now been called and invested, and owns a 0.66% share of a diversified current portfolio of 45
investments in high-growth target markets.
BOF I held its final close in January 2019 raising US$735.5 million (total committed equity, including co-invest) value-add “buy, fix, sell” fund, which will
invest in value-add US commercial office properties. The Fund has a US$4.5 million capital commitment to BOF I, of which 96.1% has now been called
and invested, and owns a 0.81% share of a diversified current portfolio of 32 investments across various markets in the US.
Bridge’s subsidiary fund management companies are registered investment advisers with approximately $25 billion of AUM. The principals of Bridge have
been investing in real estate for 27 years and have experienced success in the multifamily, commercial office, seniors housing and CRE-backed fixedincome sectors. Bridge’s subsidiaries manage private equity funds, separately managed accounts, co-investments, and joint ventures. A vertically
integrated real estate platform, Bridge and its affiliates employ over 4,000 people across 23 states and 50 metropolitan statistical areas. In 2020, Bridge
was again named a Top 50 Private Equity Real Estate firm by PERE, a leading industry publication, moving up to #17 in the rankings. Bridge and its
affiliates manage approximately 40,000 multifamily housing units, 12,500 senior housing units and about 14.4 million square feet of commercial office
space.
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Contact our team
Operations – operations@spirecapital.com.au or call us on 02 9047 8800
Leakena Taing
Head of Operations

Suzette Tenedora
Office and Operations Administrator

Email leakena.taing@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8803
Mobile (+61) 424 430 044

Email suzette.tenedora@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8804
Mobile (+61) 450 119 320

Dale Holmes
Director

Chris Niall
Senior Manager – Investor Relations

Email dale.holmes@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8802
Mobile (+61) 401 146 106

Email chris.niall@spirecapital.com.au
Mobile (+61) 419 011 628

Investor relations

Stuart Haigh
Director
Email stuart.haigh@spirecapital.com.au
Phone (+61) 2 9047 8807
Mobile (+61) 413 750 521

Important Information
"Equity Trustees Limited (“Equity Trustees”) ABN 46 004 031 298 | AFSL 240975, is the Responsible Entity for the Spire USA ROC IV Fund (AUD) (the Fund). Equity Trustees is a subsidiary of EQT
Holdings Limited (ABN 22 607 797 615), a publicly listed company on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX: EQT). This document has been prepared by Spire Capital Pty Ltd (“Spire”) ABN 21 141 096
120, AFSL 344365, the investment manager for the Fund, to provide you with general information only. In preparing this document, Spire did not take into account the investment objectives, financial
situation or particular needs of any particular person. It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not take action on specific issues in reliance on this information. Neither Spire,
Equity Trustees nor any of their related parties, their employees or directors, provide any warranty of accuracy or reliability in relation to such information or accepts any liability to any person who relies on
it. Past performance should not be taken as an indicator of future performance. You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement (“PDS”) before making a decision about whether to invest in this
product."
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